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ABSTRACT
Hailey E. Caudle
Word Count: 254
This study examined the frequency of daily positive events as a predictor of positive
emotion regulation strategies in adolescence, particularly dampening and positive
rumination. Furthermore, I hypothesized this relationship may be moderated by the
gender of the adolescent and their parent’s socialization of positive emotion, through
enhancing or dampening their adolescent’s positive emotion. Lastly, I hypothesized that
the moderation of parental socialization of positive emotion on emotion regulation would
differ based on the gender of the adolescent. Adolescents in Belgium participated in a
longitudinal self-report study (nbaseline= 815) assessed at three timepoints. Crosssectionally, daily positive events significantly predicted adolescent positive rumination,
such that as the frequency of daily positive events increased as youth positive rumination
increased. Both cross-sectionally and longitudinally, maternal and paternal enhancing
predicted youth positive rumination. Additionally, both maternal and paternal enhancing
moderated the relationship between daily positive events and youth positive rumination,
such that greater frequency of daily positive events predicted greater youth positive
rumination, and the relationship was strengthened by greater parental enhancing.
Maternal enhancing also buffered the relationship between daily positive events and
dampening. Increased parental dampening cross-sectionally predicted greater dampening,
and longitudinally predicted decreased dampening. Parental dampening did not moderate
the relationship between daily positive events and emotion regulation strategies. The
above relationships did not differ for boys and girls. Three-way interactions of gender on
the moderation of the relationship between daily positive events and emotion regulation
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strategies by parental socialization of emotion were not able to be interpreted due to nonsignificance at the two-way interaction level. These results suggest a therapeutic value to
increased daily positive events and parental enhancing in the development of adaptive
emotion regulation strategies for adolescents.

Keywords: Dampening, Positive Rumination, Enhancing, Parental Socialization of
Emotion, Daily Positive Events
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CHAPTER I –INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Purpose
Daily positive events, over and above major life events, increase daily positive
affect and predict greater life satisfaction among adolescents (McCullough et al., 2000).
The broaden and build theory, developed by Fredrickson (2001), suggests that positive
emotions function to increase well-being, in part by allowing individuals to engage
adaptively in the environment, increase personal resources, and build resiliency. Daily
positive events provide important opportunities for adolescents to experience and regulate
positive emotions, thus providing a key context for the development of cognitive emotion
regulation strategies for positive emotions (Newman & Nezlek, 2022).
In line with the cognitive affective model and Gross’s (1998) emotion regulation
theory, cognitive emotion regulation strategies are deployed to modify an emotion that
has already begun to be experienced. Positive rumination is the focusing of attention on
positive emotions, favorable life circumstances, or personal strengths in response to
positive events (Feldman, Joormann, & Johnson, 2008). While low levels of positive
rumination have been shown to be related to higher levels of depressive symptoms
(Bijttebier et al., 2011), high positive rumination has shown a myriad of benefits,
including decreased negative emotions (Hurley & Kwon, 2012), greater psychological
adjustment (Gentzler et al., 2012), and increased overall levels of happiness (Quoidback
et al., 2009).
Conversely, dampening is a cognitive emotion regulation strategy that redirects
attention away from positive events to decrease positive emotions (Wood et al., 2003),
functioning to affirm an individual’s attribution style, because the positive event may feel
3
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undeserved (Hayden et al., 2006), or to regulate emotional responses based on the setting
and demands of a situation (such as downregulating ones emotions to be able to sit
quietly in a classroom; Nelis et al., 2018a). Dampening has been shown to predict the
development and maintenance of depression (Li et al., 2017) and lower life satisfaction
among adolescents (Quoidback et al., 2009). Understanding the development of these
cognitive emotion regulation strategies, then, is of the utmost importance to preventing
later psychopathology and increasing life satisfaction among teens (Li et al., 2017;
Quoidback et al., 2009).
When considering the developmental relationship between daily positive events
and cognitive emotion regulation strategies, individual characteristics and environmental
contexts both play a role. Gender is an important individual characteristic which has a
clear influence on emotion regulation. Girls report higher levels of PA in immediate
response to a positive event (Gentzler et al., 2014). Adolescent females also report higher
dampening and lower positive rumination than their male peers (Gomez-Baya et al.,
2017). This gender disparity in use of cognitive emotion regulation strategies in response
to positive events has been shown to persist into adulthood (Gentzler et al., 2010).
Parental socialization of emotion may also be an important environmental context
which impacts youth’s experience and expression of positive emotion and development
of cognitive emotion regulation strategies. Parents can either react in a way that affirms
their adolescent’s positive emotion (called parental enhancing) or downregulates their
adolescent’s emotions (called parental dampening; Nelis et al., 2018a). Either can be
situationally appropriate, such as enhancing in response to a teen’s success or dampening
when an adolescent is joyfully loud in the grocery store. However, maladaptive
4
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dampening, such as contributing one’s success to only luck or finding fault in an
otherwise positive experience by focusing on what could have been better (Quoidbach et
al., 2010), can result in a similar response in the youth across contexts, appropriate or not
(e.g. Katz et al., 2014). Research on the impact of parental response to positive emotion
has mixed results. Nelis and colleagues (2018a) found in a community sample that
greater parental enhancing predicted greater positive rumination in adolescents
longitudinally, but that parental dampening did not predict greater adolescent dampening.
Conversely, a study of adolescent girls in India found that parental enhancing predicted
greater adolescent positive rumination and parental dampening predicted greater
adolescent dampening cross-sectionally (Raval et al., 2019). Further examination of the
development of cognitive emotion regulation strategies in the context of an adolescent’s
daily life is warranted and necessary.
The purpose of this study was to examine longitudinal effects of daily positive
events on trajectories of positive rumination and dampening among adolescents as
moderated by gender and parental socialization of positive emotion. Specifically, I
hypothesized that more frequent daily positive events would predict greater use of
positive rumination and less dampening over time. Additionally, I hypothesized boys and
those whose parents showed greater enhancing and less dampening in response to their
adolescent’s positive emotions would show even greater positive rumination and less
dampening over time as compared to their female peers.
Daily Positive Events: Theory and Effects on Well-Being
Within the last 40 years, the field has aimed to understand an individual’s
experience of positive emotions elicited by the positive experiences in one’s life.
5
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Research in the early 1980s established negative affect and positive affect as parallel
affective states, comprising in part a biobehavioral system of withdrawal and approach,
respectively (Kanner et al., 1981; Kanner et al., 1987; Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Wichers
et al., 2012). As Fredrickson’s (2001) broaden and build theory explains, both major
positive events and repeated minor positive events create an “upward spiral” that is selfperpetuating and self-maximizing. Positive events elicit positive emotions, and these
positive emotions function to broaden the mind to new ideas, actions, and perceptions.
From an evolutionary perspective, positive emotions elicited by positive events function
to build’s one’s personal resources and flexible thinking, presenting as greater
interpersonal closeness, resilience, mindfulness, and physical health. (Garland et al.,
2010).
Research has well-supported the broaden and build theory. Positive emotions
have been shown (largely among adults) to produce better sleep quality, improved scope
of attention, creativity, critical feedback, thought-action repertoires, openness, trust with
others, and ability to recognize individuals of another race (Cohn et al., 2009;
Fredrickson et al., 2008; Garland et al., 2010; Johnson, & Fredrickson, 2005; Sin et al.,
2017; Waugh & Fredrickson, 2006). Further, PA has shown to speed cardiovascular
recovery following negative emotional arousal, especially for those who score high in
resilience (Fredrickson & Levenson, 1998). These changes in cognitions and behaviors
are believed to be partially mediated by dopamine released in the nucleus accumbens,
striatum, and various cortical and limbic regions (Michell & Phillips, 2007) and assisted
by greater neuroplasticity that wire the brain in response to these positive events (for a
review, see Garland et al., 2010).
6
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Positive daily experiences have been shown to buffer against the negative effects
of daily stress (Nezlek et al., 2017). Lazarus and colleagues (1980) hypothesized that
positive experiences could serve as “breathers” from stressful experiences, “sustainers”
of coping activities, and “restorers” that encourage the rebuilding of resources following
stressors. Daily positive events in the life of an adolescent may include experiences such
as receiving a fun text or phone call, going out with friends, eating a favorite food, or
succeeding in a subject at school. Among adolescents, high frequency of daily positive
events predicts fewer depressive symptoms (Nelis et al., 2018b). In a study of adults with
major depressive disorder (MDD) and matched controls, Wichers and colleagues (2012)
found more favorable courses of depression for those who experienced strong reductions
in negative emotionality following the experience of positive emotions. This supports the
theory that positive experiences, more than the absence of negative experiences, predict
favorable illness outcomes (Wichers et al., 2012).
However, researchers also found that for those experiencing their first depressive
episode, the effect of the positive experience lost impact after a few hours as compared to
those with a history of depression, for which the value of the experience sustained
(Wichers et al., 2012). This is especially striking when considered in the light of the
theory of positivity ratios and negativity bias. Prior research has reported that optimal
human functioning requires a 2:1 ratio of positive events to negative events (Fredrickson
& Losada, 2005). However, under situations of high negativity (such as stress or a
depressive episode), a 3:1 ratio or higher is optimal for resiliency against situational
stressors (Keyes, 2002). When we consider that self-generation of positive emotions is an
active key ingredient in resilient coping, understanding an individual’s regulation of
7
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emotion in response to daily positive events is key to predicting and intervening in
psychopathology (Garland et al., 2010).
Cognitive Emotion Regulation Strategies for Positive Emotions: Positive
Rumination and Dampening
Emotion regulation is an individual’s attempt, consciously or unconsciously, to
modulate their emotional experience or expression. Gross’s emotion regulation theory
postulates that, in response to an emotion already being experienced, the individual will
up-regulate or down-regulate that emotion using cognitive reappraisal (McRae & Gross,
2020). Positive rumination, one of these cognitive emotion regulation strategies,
maximizes one’s positive emotions through affirmative appraisals of an individual’s
personal or situational characteristics and draws repeated attention toward these positive
qualities (Feldman et al., 2008). Also called savoring (Bryant, 1989), up-regulation (Nelis
et al., 2011), maximizing (Gentzler et al., 2012), or enhancing (Nelis et al., 2016),
positive rumination is a clear mechanism for the upward spiral of positive emotions
(Gomez-Baya et al., 2018), resulting in greater sustained positive emotions over time
(Gentzler et al., 2012).
Highlighting the self-perpetuating and spiraling nature of positive emotions, daily
positive events and positive rumination function bidirectionally with each other and in
concert in their impact on positive emotion. Hurley and Kwon (2013) found that those
who experience low positive rumination and a low number of daily positive events
experienced lower positive emotions generally and had lower life satisfaction. For those
with low positive rumination and a high number of daily positive events, high positive
rumination and a low number of daily positive events, and high positive rumination and a
8
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high number of daily positive events, levels of positive emotion and life satisfaction were
high. Li and colleagues (2017) found that positive rumination was associated with lower
depressive symptoms in the context of daily positive events, but especially when a person
reported only a few daily positive events. In combination with the earlier mentioned
findings that those with a history of depression were able to experience the effects of
daily positive emotions for longer than those with first-experience of depression, this
suggests that positive rumination is most helpful when a person experiences low to
average number of daily positive events. This theory is supported in adolescents by Nelis
and colleague (2018b), who found that lower number of daily positive events were
significantly related to more anhedonia symptoms, but particularly for those who exhibit
low positive rumination.
However, positive rumination’s relationship with depressive symptoms is mixed.
While some literature has supported the theorized relationship inversely between positive
rumination and depression in youth (e.g. Bijttebier et al., 2012; Nelis et al., 2018b) and
adults (e.g. Harding et al., 2014; Hurley & Kwon, 2012; Li et al., 2017), others have
found no relationship (Raval et al., 2019) or the opposite. Gilbert and colleagues (2017)
found that positive rumination did not protect against depressive symptoms but was
actually associated with elevated depressive symptoms (though not anhedonia symptoms)
in children at high risk for depression based on maternal history of depression.
Importantly though, these findings may be calling attention to the impact of parental
response to emotions, which will be further discussed later in this paper.
Nevertheless, high positive rumination has been associated with important
desirable clinical outcomes, such as high self-esteem (Feldman et al., 2008), greater life
9
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satisfaction, greater extraversion, and less neuroticism in adults (Bryant, 2003). A study
of a large sample of adolescents also suggested greater well-being when this cognitive
emotion regulation strategy is used (Catasso et al., 1994 as cited in Bryant & Veroff,
2007). These results indicate the clear need to better understand the use of positive
rumination among adolescents in response to daily positive events.
At the same time, not all responses to daily positive events conform with the
upward motion of positive emotionality. Dampening, another cognitive reappraisal,
interrupts this spiral, and decreases positive emotion (McRae & Gross, 2020). As
discussed earlier, dampening is an active strategy that can be adaptive or maladaptive.
Dampening, also called minimizing (Gentzler et al., 2012) or down-regulating (Nelis et
al., 2011), can be used in response to a positive event in a way that regulates behavior
based on situational need, (such as quieting a gleeful youthin school or remaining humble
in front of peers; Nelis et al., 2018a). However, when dampening is done habitually and
in such a way that minimizes the value of that positive event (attributing the outcome to
external, specific, and unstable forces; seeing the result as “luck;” focusing attention on
things that are persistently wrong or negative) it can predict poor outcomes. Dampening
has been shown to link daily positive events with depression, such that greater number of
daily positive events predicts fewer depressive symptoms on days that dampening is low
(Li et al., 2017) and when dampening is high, greater number of positive events are
necessary to decrease depressive symptoms. Even when controlling for negative
rumination (repeatedly and passively drawing attention to one’s negative emotions) and
negative life events in children at low risk for depression based on maternal history of
depression, higher dampening predicted current depressive symptoms (Gilbert et al.,
10
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2017). High dampening is associated with higher internalizing and externalizing
behaviors more generally as well, including anxiety, withdrawal, somatic complains, and
aggressive behavior (Gentzler et al., 2012).
What remains unclear for both cognitive emotion regulation strategies are the
factors that predict an individual’s trait capacity to deploy positive rumination or
dampening in response to positive events, a critical factor for understanding mental
health outcomes. Knowing that adolescence is a tumultuous time emotionally and that
rates of depression and other psychopathologies increase significantly at the juncture
between childhood and adolescence (Thapar et al., 2012), understanding what would
predispose youth to patterns of upregulation or downregulation of positive events is
critical to their future clinical trajectory. While some individual and environmental
factors have been examined, such as temperament, attachment, event characteristics,
culture, social relationships, and emotional intensity (e.g. Gentzler et al, 2014; McRae &
Gross, 2020), more variance remains to be explained.
Factors Impacting the Development of Cognitive Emotion Regulation Strategies for
Positive Emotions
Gender. One of the most robust findings in psychology is the gender difference in
depression. While no difference exists between boys and girls in childhood depression
rates, between the ages of 13 and 15, girls begin to report more depressive symptoms
than boys, approaching the adult ratio seen globally of about 2:1 (Thapar et al., 2012).
Considering the impact of emotion regulation on the development of depressive
symptoms (e.g. Gilbert, 2012; Silk et al., 2003) it follows that a gender difference exists
in the development of cognitive emotion regulation strategies as well. Research shows
11
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that girls report more dampening in adolescence than their male counterparts (Gentzler et
al., 2010; Nelis et al., 2018b). Gomez-Baya and colleagues (2017) attribute this
difference to girls’ heightened awareness of social consequences of emotion and
heightened sensitivity to evaluation. Results are mixed concerning gender and positive
rumination. While some show no difference in positive rumination between boys and
girls (Gentzler et al., 2010; Nelis et al., 2018b), one study found lower self-focused
positive rumination for girls than boys (Gomez-Baya et al., 2017). Authors theorized that
girls were less likely to attribute their positive emotions to themselves or their
achievements of personal goals. In the same longitudinal study, boys began with higher
dampening than girls, but this relationship had reversed over the two years. Gender, a
relevant factor to each and every person, and a potential risk factor for 50% of the
population, is an understudied but logical add to the model of the experience of positive
emotions and emotion regulation.
Parental socialization of positive emotion. While gender is an individual factor
impacting cognitive emotion regulation, environmental factors also play a major role in
the development of cognitive emotion regulation strategies. Understanding the context in
which a person both experiences and learns to regulate their emotions can speak volumes
to the strategies that develop over time. The way in which a parent responds to emotion
across contexts, called parental socialization of emotion, contributes to their child’s
emotional landscape, adjustment, and risk for mental health difficulties (Morris et al.,
2007). Much of this research has investigated negative emotions (for a review, see Brand
& Klimes-Dugan, 2010). For example, American parent’s response to their child’s
negative emotions has been shown to be indirectly associated with the child’s friendship
12
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quality over time through their child’s emotion regulation strategy (Blair et al., 2014).
Chinese and Indian parents with negative responses to negative emotions in their child
were associated with child externalizing problems through child emotion dysregulation
(Raval et al., 2018). Mothers who use punitive or minimizing responses to their child’s
negative emotions tend to see less constructive behavioral regulation strategies in their
children (Eisenberg et al., 1996). However, literature about parents’ response (and the
distinct paternal or maternal response) to positive emotion is just emerging. Better
emotion regulation seems to be the result of mothers who use more frequent or
sophisticated language about positive emotions, are more accepting of children’s
emotions, and provide active-constructive responses to positive emotions (Gottman et al.,
1997; Fredrick et al., 2017; Yap et al., 2008). Mothers who minimize their child’s
emotions even have an impact on adolescent reward neuroanatomy (Whittle et al., 2009).
Fathers who show supportive responses to their child’s positive emotion generate a
greater positive emotional experience in their children who later report greater life
satisfaction (Ramakrishnan et al., 2019) and children who have greater attachment
security with their fathers report greater use of positive rumination (Gentzler et al., 2013).
Parental responses can be more specifically examined as parental enhancing or
dampening, similarly to the adolescent emotion regulation strategies of the same names.
Parental enhancing shows interest and enthusiasm at a child’s positive emotionality,
including encouraging, emphasizing, or validating the response (Gentzler et al., 2015;
Ladouceur et al., 2002; Ng et al., 2007; Yap et al., 2008). Parental enhancing has been
shown to predict adolescent’s increased use of positive rumination and decreased
anhedonia symptoms (Nelis et al., 2018a; Raval et la., 2019). Greater maternal enhancing
13
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is related to decreased adolescent depressive symptoms specifically (Nelis et al., 2018a),
once again highlighting the differential nature of parent gender in socialization of
emotion.
Parental dampening, on the other hand, include responses that minimize the
positive situation or raise concerns, often with the intention of protecting children from
unrealistic expectations, advising caution, or highlighting responsibilities (e.g. Katz et al.,
2014). However, these responses can create quite a blow to a child’s emotional
experience, increasing their own use of dampening (Raval et al., 2019). Numerous studies
have found that parental dampening can lead to poor emotion regulation strategies,
increased depressive symptoms, and emotion dysregulation in their children (e.g. Raval et
al., 2019, Yap et al., 2008). It is worth noting that child characteristics are a relevant
contributor to parental socialization as well. Low effortful control and positive
emotionality have predicted greater parental dampening (Nyquist et al., 2019), and
fathers of depressed youth are more likely to dampen and less likely to enhance positive
emotion (Katz et al., 2014; Nelis et al., 2018a). Mothers of depressed youth tend to use
more dampening strategies (Nelis et al, 2018a), but for those who modeled strong
enhancing for their depressed youth predicted greater use of positive rumination and less
depressive symptoms over time (Moran et al., 2018). As depressive symptoms are not a
main focus of this study but a clear contributor, they are included as a covariate in my
analyses.
Based on the impact of parental socialization of emotion described above, we may
hypothesize that parental socialization of emotion modifies the sequelae of thoughts
following an event in the life of an adolescent, impacting the way in which those events
14
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are experienced and leading to differences in the selection of emotion regulation
strategies. However, much research has shown that parents socialize emotion in their
children differently based on the gender of their child (e.g. Zahn-Waxler, C., 2010;
Fivush, R., 1998). Most of this research has studied negative emotions (e.g. Brown et al.,
2015; Garside et al., 2002) or emotional expressivity(e.g. Chaplin et al., 2005), and little
has studied gender differences in the parental socialization of positive emotions as they
impact emotion regulation. Studying this gap in literature may contribute to better
understanding of this complex, three-way interaction.
The Current Study
This study aimed to examine the impact of the number of daily positive events on
engagement in positive rumination and dampening, as modified by an adolescent’s
gender and their parents’ socialization of their positive emotion. Understanding these
trajectories of adolescent use of maladaptive or adaptive cognitive emotion regulation
strategies informs risk for psychopathology and predictors of well-being. Exploring
common factors for all adolescents—daily life, gender, and parenting—as contributors to
these trajectories adds not only to the literature on adolescent emotional development, but
to clear areas of intervention for clinicians.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: Greater frequency of daily positive events will predict greater
youth positive rumination and predict less youth dampening, both crosssectionally and longitudinally.
Hypothesis 2: Boys will show a stronger positive association between the
frequency of daily positive events and positive rumination and a stronger negative
15
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association between the frequency of daily positive events and dampening in
comparison to their female counterparts, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
Hypothesis 3: Greater parental enhancing will be associated with a stronger
positive relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
adolescent positive rumination, cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
Hypothesis 4: Greater parental dampening will be associated with a stronger
negative relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
adolescent dampening, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
Hypothesis 5:
In accordance with gender roles, the effect of parental socialization on the
relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and adolescent
emotion regulation will be moderated by the gender of the adolescent:
a) The strongest relationship between the frequency of daily positive events
and positive rumination will be for fathers of boys, followed by mothers of
boys.
b) The strongest relationship between the frequency of daily positive events
and dampening will be for mothers of girls, followed by fathers of girls.

16
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CHAPTER II –METHOD
Sample and Participant Selection
Adolescents in the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium were invited to participate in a
large longitudinal study. Adolescents were recruited sequentially for 3 years from
secondary schools with grades 7, 8, and 9. Seven schools participated of which one
school did not participate in the final wave (due to change in principals; this school had
11% of participants at Time 1). Initial baseline included 815 participants (Mage = 13.04
years, SD = .85). Of those participants, 609 started the study in grade 7 or grade 8 and
completed follow-ups at 1 year and/or 2 years following baseline. Females represented
52.5% of participants and the vast majority of participants (95.4%) were born in the
country where the study was conducted. Of the total participants, 95.3% of reported on
both a maternal and paternal figure, while the rest reported only on one. On average
across time periods, 57.5% of adolescents lived with two parents and 14.2% of
adolescents had divorced parents and lived with both alternatively or with only one.
Other family situations included a parent with a new partner, one parent deceased, or an
“other” category with family descriptions included by the adolescent.
Procedure
Adolescents were sent home with an invitation letter describing the study and
giving parents the opportunity to decline participation. Adolescents received a consent
form at the day of testing. They completed the questionnaire booklet in a pencil-andpaper format in a collective session during school hours. At least one research assistant
was available to handle questions and provide clarifications. As incentive, participants
were entered into a raffle for cinema tickets. The assessments took place during late fall
17
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or winter and the procedure was comparable at all three waves. The interval between
Time 1 and Time 2 ranged between 9 and 13 months, and between Time 2 and Time 3
ranging from 10 and 14 months, with a total mean interval between Time 1 and Time 3
ranging between 24 and 26 months.
Sample Size, Power, and Precision
Power analysis and determination of appropriate sample size within a multi-level
model is a complicated procedure and most software programs (i.e. Optimal Design,
PinT) make assumptions that do not match the structure our of data. In multi-level
modeling, the total sample size must be sufficiently large to provide unbiased estimates
and the number of level-2 units (in our case, number of participants) must be large
enough to support the estimation technique and produce unbiased estimates of the
parameters and standard errors (McCoach, 2010). A series of simulation studies by Maas
and Hox (2005) estimated that at least 100 level-2 units are necessary to have reasonable
estimates. Greater sample size at both levels, but particularly level-2 units increases
power (which, in simplistic terms, is determined in multi-level modeling as a function of
the number of level-2 units, the number of level-1 units per level-2 unit, the intraclass
correlation coefficient, and the effect size). With a sample size (number of level-2 units)
of greater than or equal to 551 at each time point and a total of 1,839 level-1
observations, I chose to move forward with the analysis.
Measures
The following questionnaires were administered alongside other questionnaires
that are not of interest for this current study.
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Daily Positive Events. The Daily Uplifts and Hassles Questionnaire for Adolescents
(DUHQA) is a Dutch-language scale developed by Nelis and colleagues (2018b) that
measures 23 daily positive events (labeled in this scale as uplifts) and 23 daily hassles.
Only the daily uplifts subscale was used for the purpose of this study. The items cover the
domains of family, peers, school, hobby, and social activities. For each item, adolescents
were asked to indicate how often the positive event had occurred in the past year on a 5point scale scored from 0 to 4 (never, rarely, sometimes, often, very often). A summation
of the items resulted in a total score, with higher scores reflecting more daily positive
events. Cronbach’s alpha was not calculated for the scale of daily uplifts because it is not
necessary to assume that all different events need to be interrelated.
Cognitive Emotion Regulation Strategies. The Response to Positive Affect questionnaire
for Children (RPA-C; Bijttebier et al., 2012) measures response styles to positive
emotions and is an adapted child version of the adult RPA (Feldman et al., 2008). The
total English scale consists of 17 items and consists of an 8-item dampening subscale and
a 9-item positive rumination subscale. In the Dutch versions, item 12 is not included in
the scoring of the dampening scale and thus was not included in our analyses (Raes et al.,
2009; Verstraeten et al., 2012). An introductory statement stated “When you are feeling
happy, how often do you...” and includes item stems such as “notice how you feel full of
energy” or “think ‘people will think I am bragging’”. The response scale ranged from 1
(almost never) to 4 (almost always). Subscales are calculated through a sum of items,
with higher scores reflecting greater use of the specified emotion regulation strategy.
Validity and reliability of this Dutch child version were shown to be satisfactory
(Bijttebier et al., 2012). Sample internal consistency across time points for both positive
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rumination and dampening scales was acceptable, with alpha reliability ranging from .76
to .77.
Parental Socialization of Positive Emotion. The Parental Responses to Adolescents’
Positive Affect Scale (PRAPAS; Nelis et al., 2018a) is a new Dutch questionnaire that
assesses maternal and paternal responses to adolescents’ positive emotions. During the
baseline questionnaire, two hypothetical situations in which adolescents experience
positive emotions were introduced: (a) you are feeling happy because of a good grade on
a test and (b) you are feeling enthusiastic because you will do something fun with friends.
Adolescents indicated the plausibility that their mother and their father would use a series
of responses. The answer scale ranged from 1 (very implausible) to 5 (very plausible).
The PRAPAS has a parental dampening (10 items) and a parental enhancing subscale (14
items) for mothers and fathers separately. Sample parental enhancing items are: “my
father/mother would say how proud he/she is of the hard work I do” or “my father/mother
would wish me a lot of fun.” Sample parental dampening items are: “my father/mother
would say that is was just luck or “my father/mother would start to talk about things that
worry me.” If adolescents had a stepmother/father or foster mother/father, they were
instructed to complete the questionnaire according to the parents with whom they spend
the most time. While most children reported for their biological mother or father,
between 2.7% and 6.2% reported for a stepmother or stepfather and between 1% and
2.2.% reported for “other” (such as an adoptive or foster parent). Sample internal
consistency across timepoints was acceptable, with an alpha reliability of .87.
Depression. The Children’s Depression Inventory-2 (CDI-2, Kovacs, 2010) was used to
assess depressive symptoms as a covariate in our model. Depression at timepoint 1 was
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used in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies due to the complexity of the models.
The measure included 28-items, each with three options, for example, “I am sad once in a
while,” “I am sad many times,” and “I am sad all the time.” CDI-2 scores range from 0 to
54, with higher scores indicating more depressive symptoms. The CDI-2 has
demonstrated acceptable internal consistency in our sample, with alpha reliability ranging
from .81 to .86, as well as satisfactory predictive and construct validity (Kovacs, 1981,
1985).
Data Analysis
Files were split to separate parental socialization of positive emotion variables by
mother and father, as well as splitting parental socialization of positive emotion variables
from other variables (frequency of daily positive events, youth dampening, youth positive
rumination, and depression symptoms) to impute variables without unintentionally
imputing for those who did not report on a parent. Files were additionally split by wave.
Among each file, those with missingness greater than 24% were deleted (Olinsky et al.,
2003). Data was missing at random for most files based on Little’s MCAR test except for
Wave 1 father, Wave 2 mother, and Wave 3 mother, which all had a pattern of
missingness for question h for situation 2. This question is “When I am feeling
enthusiastic because I will do something fun with friends then my mother/father would:
tell me that I should enjoy it.” Multiple imputation was performed on each file. Files
were then merged and restructured to move all first measurements to Time 1, second to
Time 2, and third to Time 3. Eight models were run in total, four cross-sectional and four
longitudinal.
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Cross-sectional analyses were run in SPSS 26 using PROCESS 3.4 (Hayes, 2017),
Models were built sequentially, with the main effect being examined using linear
regression, individual moderators using PROCESS Model 1, and full models using
PROCESS Model 3. In the first two models (1A and 1B), adolescent dampening at
baseline served as the dependent variable. Daily positive events served as the
independent variable, with gender (coded as 0 for boys, 1 for girls), maternal dampening
(1A), and maternal enhancing (1B) as moderators. In models 2A and 2B, paternal
dampening and paternal enhancing were be used as moderators in the place of maternal
dampening and maternal enhancing. The next four models (3A, 3B and 4A, 4B) repeated
this process but with child positive rumination as the dependent variable. Covariates of
age and depressive symptoms were added last to examine the change in significance and
variance of the model before and after their addition. Bias-corrected bootstrapping was
used to evaluate significance in each model.
The longitudinal models were analyzed using HLM 8.0 and modeled sequentially.
In the first two models (5A and 5B), adolescent dampening over time served as the
dependent variable. Time between assessments and daily positive events were entered as
Level 1 time-varying predictors. In model 5A, maternal socialization of emotion
(maternal enhancing and maternal dampening), gender, and the two-way interactions
between maternal enhancing/dampening and gender were entered in Level 2 as betweensubjects predictors. In model 5B, paternal socialization of emotion (paternal enhancing
and paternal dampening), gender, and the two-way interactions between paternal
enhancing/dampening and gender were entered in Level 2 as between-subjects predictors.
The next two models (6A and 6B) repeated this process but with adolescent positive
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rumination over time as the dependent variable. Full information maximum likelihood
(FIML) was used as the estimation model for all models; all intercepts and slopes were
free to vary at random.

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the relationship between daily positive events and
dampening, moderated by gender and parental socialization of positive emotion.

Figure 2. Conceptual model of the relationship between daily positive events and positive
rumination, moderated by gender and parental socialization of positive emotion.
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CHAPTER III –RESULTS
Cross-Sectional Analyses
Models 1A through 4B were built sequentially starting with the main effect of
daily positive events on the youth emotion regulation strategies. The moderation effects
of gender and parental socialization of emotion were examined independently, then with
interaction effects. Finally, covariates of age and depressive symptoms were added.
Models as they are sequentially built are seen below in Tables 1 through 8.
Predicting Youth Dampening
Models 1A through 2B examined predictors of youth dampening. Daily positive
events did not predict adolescent dampening. Furthermore, the addition of gender to the
model did not significant predict dampening nor did gender moderate the relationship
between daily positive events and dampening.
Model 1A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening, moderated by gender and maternal dampening (See results in Table 1).
Maternal dampening significantly predicted dampening, such that as maternal dampening
increases, youth dampening increases. However maternal dampening did not significantly
moderate the relationship between daily positive events and dampening. The full model
found consistent results as described above. However, when youth depressive symptoms
were added, the relationship became non-significant. Depressive symptoms significantly
predicted youth dampening, such that as depressive symptoms increased, youth
dampening increased.
Model 1B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening, moderated by gender and maternal enhancing (See results in Table 2).
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Table 1 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Dampening, Moderated by Gender and Maternal Dampening (Model 1A)

Daily Positive Events (DPE)
Gender
Maternal Dampening
Interactions
DPE X Maternal Damp.
DPE X Gender
Maternal Damp. X Gender
DPE X Maternal Damp. X
Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Empty
Model
-0.01

Moderation
1
0.01
2.65

Moderation
2
0.06
0.36 ***
-0.003

-0.04

.001

0.01

0.19***

Full Model
0.05
-0.03
0.30*

Full Model
with Covariates
0.06
2.60
0.12

-0.002
-0.0002
0.09

0.001
-0.04
-0.04

-0.001

0.001
-0.002
0.26***
0.35***

0.21***

Table 2 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Dampening, Moderated by Gender and Maternal Enhancing (Model 1B)

Daily Positive Events (DPE)
Gender
Maternal Enhancing
Interactions
DPE X Maternal Enhanc.
DPE X Gender
Maternal Enhanc. X
Gender
DPE X Maternal Enhanc.
X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Empty
Model
-0.01

Moderation
1
0.01
2.65

Moderation
2
-0.11
-0.12
0.002

-0.04

Full
Model
0.04
13.39
0.05

Full Model with
Covariates
0.07
4.66
0.05

-0.001
-0.23

0.00
-0.08

-0.23

-0.05

0.004

0.001
0.004
0.34***

.001

0.01

0.004

0.01

Neither maternal enhancing nor gender significantly predicted dampening, nor did they
moderate the relationship between daily positive events and dampening. Depressive
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symptoms again significantly predicted youth dampening.
Model 2A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening, moderated by gender and paternal dampening (See results in Table 3). The
main effect of daily positive events and dampening remained non-significant with the
addition of paternal dampening to the model. Paternal dampening significant predicted
youth dampening but did not moderate the relationship between daily positive events and
dampening. When youth depressive symptoms were added, the relationship between
paternal dampening and youth dampening became non-significant. Depressive symptoms
significantly predicted youth dampening, such that as depressive symptoms increased,
youth dampening increased.

Table 3 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Dampening, Moderated by Gender and Paternal Dampening (Model 2A)
Empty
Model
Daily Positive Events
-0.01
(DPE)
Gender
Paternal Dampening
Interactions
DPE X Paternal Damp.
DPE X Gender
Paternal Damp. X
Gender
DPE X Paternal Damp.
X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
.001
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Full Model
with
Covariates

Moderation 1

Moderation 2

Full Model

0.01

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.31*

1.79
0.30*

1.95
0.11

-0.002
-0.03

0.001
-0.03

0.02

-0.02

2.65
-0.002
-0.04

0.001

0.01
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0.17***

0.001
-0.001
0.29***
0.35***
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Model 2B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening, moderated by gender and paternal enhancing (See results in Table 4). Neither
paternal enhancing nor gender significantly predicted dampening, nor did they moderate
the relationship between daily positive events and dampening. Depressive symptoms
again significantly predicted youth dampening.

Table 4 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Dampening, Moderated by Gender and Paternal Enhancing (Model 2B)
Empty
Model

Full Model
with
Covariates

Moderation
1

Moderation
2

0.01

-0.04

0.03

0.07

-0.04

7.78
0.06

3.74
0.08

Daily Positive Events
-0.01
(DPE)
Gender
Paternal Enhancing
Interactions
DPE X Paternal
Enhancing
DPE X Gender
Paternal Enhancing X
Gender
DPE X Paternal
Enhancing X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
.001
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

2.65

0.001
-0.04

0.01

0.001

Full Model

-0.001

-0.0003

-0.10

-0.03

-0.14

-0.06

0.002

0.001

0.01

0.01
0.35***
0.30***

Predicting Youth Positive Rumination
Models 3A through 4B examined predictors of youth positive rumination crosssectionally. Daily positive events significantly predicted adolescent positive rumination,
such that as the frequency of daily positive events increased as youth positive rumination
increased. However, the addition of gender to the model as a moderator did not
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significant predict enhancing nor did gender moderate the relationship between daily
positive events and enhancing.
Model 3A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination, moderated by gender and maternal dampening (See results in Table
5). Maternal dampening did not significantly predict adolescent positive rumination, nor
did maternal dampening moderate the relationship between daily positive events and
enhancing. Depressive symptoms significantly predicted adolescent positive rumination,
such that as depressive symptoms increased, youth positive rumination decreased. Age
also significantly predicted positive rumination, such that as age increased, positive
rumination increased.

Table 5 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Enhancing, Moderated by Gender and Maternal Dampening (Model 3A)
Empty
Model
Daily Positive Events
0.41***
(DPE)
Gender
Maternal Dampening
Interactions
DPE X Maternal Damp.
DPE X Gender
Maternal Damp. X
Gender
DPE X Maternal Damp.
X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
0.13***
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Full Model
with
Covariates

Moderation
1

Moderation
2

0.23***

0.22***

0.20*

0.04

0.48
0.02

-1.49
0.43

0.001
0.03

-0.0003
0.07

1.62
-0.0001
-0.03

0.16***
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0.16***

Full Model

0.20*

0.05

0.15

-0.003

-0.004

0.17***

0.04*
-0.17***
0.21***
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Model 3B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination, moderated by gender and maternal enhancing (See results in Table
6). Maternal enhancing alone did not significantly predict youth positive rumination.
Maternal enhancing did however moderate the relationship between daily positive events
and adolescent positive rumination, such that this relationship was strengthened by
maternal enhancing. Said another way, adolescents with a greater frequency of daily
positive events reported greater positive rumination, and reported greater use of positive
rumination as a strategy if their mother also enhanced their positive emotions. However,
for those with very low maternal enhancing (1.88% of the sample), maternal enhancing
did not moderate this relationship. When depressive symptoms and age were added to the
model, this relationship sustained. Again, depressive symptoms and age significantly
predicted positive rumination (see above).

Table 6 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Enhancing, Moderated by Gender and Maternal Enhancing (Model 3B)

Daily Positive Events (DPE)
Gender
Maternal Enhancing
Interactions
DPE X Maternal Enhancing
DPE X Gender
Maternal Enhancing X
Gender
DPE X Maternal Damp. X
Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Empty
Model
0.41***

Moderation 1
0.23***
1.62

Moderation 2
0.004
-0.04
0.003*

-0.03

Full
Model
0.17
14.62
0.14
0.0002
-0.25

-0.0003
-0.31

-0.26

-0.32

0.004

0.13***

0.16***
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.23***

Full Model
with Covariates
0.18
17.61
0.15

0.24***

0.01
0.04*
-0.10***
0.25***
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Model 4A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination, moderated by gender and paternal dampening (See results in Table
7). Paternal dampening did not significantly predict adolescent positive rumination nor
did paternal dampening moderate the relationship between daily positive events and
adolescent positive rumination. Again, depressive symptoms, significantly predicted
positive rumination (see above), though age was no longer significant.

Table 7 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Enhancing, Moderated by Gender and Paternal Dampening (Model 4A)
Empty
Model
Daily Positive Events
0.41***
(DPE)
Gender
Paternal Dampening
Interactions
DPE X Paternal Damp.
DPE X Gender
Paternal Damp. X
Gender
DPE X Paternal Damp.
X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive Symptoms
R2
0.13***
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Moderation
1

Moderation
2

0.23***

0.17***

1.62
-0.10
0.002
-0.03

0.16***

0.15***

Full Model

Full Model
with
Covariates

*0.15

0.15*

-0.10
-0.12

-0.29
-0.02

0.003
0.04

0.002
0.04

0.06

0.09

-0.003

-0.003

0.16***

0.03
-0.15***
0.19***

Model 4B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination, moderated by gender and paternal enhancing (See results in Table
8). Paternal enhancing alone did not predict adolescent positive rumination. Paternal
enhancing did however moderate the relationship between daily positive events and
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adolescent positive rumination, such that this relationship was strengthened by greater
paternal enhancing. Said another way, adolescents with a greater frequency of daily
positive events reported greater positive rumination and reported greater use of positive
rumination as a strategy if their father also enhanced their positive emotions. However,
for those with very low paternal enhancing (2.44% of the sample), paternal enhancing did
not moderate this relationship. Importantly, when gender was added into the model, this
effect was no longer significant. As previously shown, depressive symptoms significantly
predicted adolescent positive rumination, such that as depressive symptoms increased,
youth positive rumination decreased. Age also significantly predicted positive
rumination, such that as age increased, positive rumination increased.

Table 8 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events
and Enhancing, Moderated by Gender and Paternal Enhancing (Model 4B)
Empty
Model
Daily Positive Events
0.41***
(DPE)
Gender
Paternal Enhancing
Interactions
DPE X Paternal
Enhancing
DPE X Gender
Paternal Enhancing
X Gender
DPE X Paternal
Enhancing X Gender
Covariates
Age
Depressive
Symptoms
2
R
0.13***
*p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Moderation
1
0.23***

Full Model with
Covariates

Moderation 2

Full Model

0.01

0.09

0.09

-0.06

7.19
0.03

8.74
0.03

0.002

0.001

1.62

0.003*
-0.03

-0.12

-0.15

-0.13

-0.16

0.002

0.003
0.03*
-0.10***

0.16***
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Longitudinal Analyses
To examine Models 5A through 6B, multilevel modeling in HLM was
utilized. Youth dampening and positive rumination were modeled over time, with daily
positive events as a time-varying (Level 1) predictor and parental socialization of
emotion (dampening and enhancing) and gender as between-subjects (Level 2)
predictors. Models were built sequentially starting with the effects of parental
socialization of emotion, then adding gender and gender by socialization interactions, and
finally adding covariates.
Model 5A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening over time, moderated by gender and by maternal dampening and enhancing.
Consistent with the cross-sectional analyses, results indicated that maternal dampening
was significantly associated with youth dampening at baseline. Maternal dampening and
enhancing both predicted small but significant declines in youth dampening over time.
There was no direct effect of daily positive events on youth dampening, but the effect of
positive events was moderated by maternal enhancing. Interpretation of this interaction
suggests that as daily positive events increased, youth dampening decreased over time
and this effect was stronger at higher levels of maternal enhancing. Said differently,
maternal enhancing appears to amplify the effects of daily positive events in buffering
against youth dampening. See results in Table 9.
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Table 9 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events and
Dampening, Moderated by Maternal Socialization of Emotion (Model 5A)

Model I
Intercept
Intercept
Gender
Mat. Dampening
Mat. Enhancing
Age at Time 1
Depressive
Symptoms
Slope over Time
Intercept
Gender
Mat. Dampening
Mat Enhancing
Effect of Positive
Events
Intercept
Gender
Mat. Dampening
Mat. Enhancing
Gender X Mat.
Dampening
Gender X Mat
Enhancing

13.89***
1.24

Parameter Estimates
Model II
Model III
Fixed Effects
10.52**
0.31***
-0.06

-0.72***
0.11

2.06***
-0.06***
-0.02**

-0.01
-0.01

Intercept
51.56*
Level 1-Time
0.70***
Level 1-DPE
0.01*
Residual
5.89
Note: *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

-0.10
-0.001
0.001*

Random Effects
33.18*
0.44**
0.01**
5.96

Model IV

9.03*
0.85
0.31***
-0.05

4.73
0.43
0.16*
0.02
0.004
0.24***

2.07***
0.08
-0.06***
-0.03**

2.17***
0.09
-0.06***
-0.03***

-0.08
0.003
-0.001
0.002*
0.001

-0.07
0.02
0.001
0.001
0.0004

-0.0004

-0.001

29.26*
0.43***
0.004*
5.99

11.57
0.43***
0.002*
5.94

Model 5B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination over time, moderated by gender and by maternal dampening and
enhancing. Consistent with the cross-sectional analyses, results indicated that neither
maternal dampening nor enhancing were significantly associated with youth positive
rumination at baseline. Maternal enhancing predicted a small but significant decline in
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youth positive rumination over time. There was no direct effect of daily positive events
on youth positive rumination, but the effect of positive events was moderated by maternal
enhancing. Interpretation of this interaction suggests that as daily positive events
increased, youth positive rumination increased over time and this effect was stronger at
higher levels of maternal enhancing. Said differently, maternal enhancing appears to
amplify the effects of daily positive events on youth positive rumination.
There was also a significant three-way interaction between gender, maternal
dampening, and daily positive events. Examination of the effects of this interaction
suggest that for girls, greater positive events and greater maternal dampening were
significant associated with more positive rumination over time, but for boys, greater
positive events and less maternal dampening were associated with more positive
rumination over time. It is important to note that while the three-way interaction between
gender, maternal dampening, and positive events was significant, suggesting that the
effect of maternal dampening on the relationship between positive events and youth
positive rumination differed for boys and girls, the two-way interaction between maternal
dampening and positive events was not significant for either boys or girls, making it
difficult to interpret this finding with confidence. See results in Table 10.
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Table 10 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events and
Positive Rumination, Moderated by Maternal Socialization of Emotion (Model 5B)
Model I
Intercept
Intercept
Gender
Mat.
Dampening
Mat. Enhancing
Age at Time 1
Depressive
Symptoms
Slope over Time
Intercept
Gender
Mat.
Dampening
Mat Enhancing
Effect of
Positive Events
Intercept
Gender
Mat.
Dampening
Mat. Enhancing
Gender X Mat.
Dampening
Gender X Mat
Enhancing

10.18***
1.36

-0.06
-0.16

Parameter Estimates
Model II
Model III
Fixed Effects
12.62**
-0.02

11.16*
2.01
-0.01

0.01

0.01

1.14

1.25
-0.15
0.01

1.27
-0.14
0.005

-0.03**

-0.03*

0.02
0.0005
0.002

0.03
-0.01
0.001

0.003*
-0.001*

0.003*
-0.001*

-0.0001

0.0001

0.01
-0.03**
0.22***
-0.02

Intercept
33.57
Level 1-Time
0.55*
Level 1-DPE
0.01
Residual
10.84
Note: *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

Model IV

0.02
0.001
0.003*

Random Effects
29.88
0.49**
0.01
10.82

25.56
0.47**
0.004
10.84

7.66
2.29
0.06
-0.01
0.03*
-0.11***

20.30
0.45*
0.003
10.88

Model 6A assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
dampening over time, moderated by gender and by paternal dampening and enhancing.
Inconsistent with the cross-sectional analyses, results indicated that paternal dampening
was not significantly associated with youth dampening at baseline. Paternal dampening
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predicted a small but significant decline in youth dampening over time. There was no
direct effect of daily positive events on youth dampening and the effect of positive events
was not significantly moderated by paternal dampening or enhancing.

Table 11 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events and
Dampening, Moderated by Paternal Socialization of Emotion (Model 6A)
Model I
Intercept
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat. Enhancing
Age at Time 1
Depressive
Symptoms
Slope over Time
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat Enhancing
Effect of
Positive Events
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat. Enhancing
Gender X Pat.
Dampening
Gender X Pat
Enhancing

13.89***
1.24

Parameter estimates
Model II
Model III
Fixed Effects
10.53***
0.24**
-0.03

-0.72***
0.11

1.06
-0.05***
-0.01

-0.01
-0.01

Intercept
51.56*
Level 1-Time
0.70***
Level 1-DPE
0.01*
Residual
5.89
Note: *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

-0.05
0.00003
0.001

Random Effects
43.15*
0.58***
0.01*
5.91
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Model IV

9.62**
0.50
0.24**
-0.02

6.003
0.04
0.12
0.03
0.003
0.25***

1.03*
0.08
-0.05***
-0.01

1.20*
0.08
-0.05***
-0.02*

-0.06
0.02
-0.0004
0.001
0.001

-0.06
0.04
0.001
0.001
0.0002

-0.001*

-0.001**

39.52*
0.58***
0.01*
5.94

12.49
0.53***
0.003*
5.92
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There was also a significant three-way interaction between gender, paternal
enhancing, and daily positive events. Examination of the effects of this interaction
suggest that for girls, greater positive events were associated with less dampening over
time and this effect was weakened by paternal enhancing but for boys, greater positive
events were associated with more dampening over time and this effect was strengthened
by paternal enhancing. It is important to note that while the three-way interaction
between gender, paternal enhancing, and positive events was significant, suggesting that
the effect of paternal enhancing on the relationship between positive events and youth
dampening differed for boys and girls, the two-way interaction between paternal
enhancing and positive events was not significant for either boys or girls, making
it difficult to interpret this finding with confidence. See results in Table 11.
Model 6B assessed the relationship between daily positive events and adolescent
positive rumination over time, moderated by gender and by paternal dampening and
enhancing. Consistent with the cross-sectional analyses, results indicated that neither
paternal dampening nor enhancing were significantly associated with youth dampening at
baseline. Paternal enhancing predicted a small but significant decline in youth positive
rumination over time. There was no direct effect of daily positive events on youth
positive rumination, but the effect of positive events was significantly moderated by
paternal enhancing. Interpretation of this interaction suggests that as daily positive events
increased, youth positive rumination increased over time and this effect was stronger at
higher levels of paternal enhancing. Said differently, paternal enhancing appears to
amplify the effects of daily positive events in promoting youth positive
rumination. There was also a significant three-way interaction between gender, paternal
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dampening, and daily positive events. Examination of the effects of this interaction
suggest that for girls, greater positive events were associated with less positive
rumination over time and this effect was strengthened with greater paternal dampening,
while for boys greater positive events were associated with more positive rumination over
time and this effect was also strengthened with greater paternal dampening.

Table 12 Sequential Model of Results of the Relationship between Daily Positive Events and
Positive Rumination, Moderated by Paternal Socialization of Emotion (Model 6B)
Model I
Intercept
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat. Enhancing
Age at Time 1
Depressive
Symptoms
Slope over Time
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat Enhancing
Effect of
Positive Events
Intercept
Gender
Pat. Dampening
Pat. Enhancing
Gender X Pat.
Dampening
Gender X Pat
Enhancing

10.18***
1.36

Parameter Estimates
Model II
Model III
Fixed Effects
15.28***
-0.07
-0.03

-0.06
-0.16

0.92
0.01
-0.03**

0.22***
-0.02

Intercept
33.57
Level 1-Time
0.55*
Level 1-DPE
0.01
Residual
10.84
Note: *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001

0.01
0.002
0.003**

Random Effects
32.51
0.48*
0.01
10.87
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Model IV

13.66***
1.90
-0.06
-0.02

10.0001*
2.15
-0.0004
-0.03
0.03*
-0.10***

1.07
-0.18
0.01
-0.03**

1.07
-0.17
0.01
-0.03**

0.02
-0.01
0.002
0.003*
-0.002*

0.03
-0.02
0.001
0.003*
-0.001*

0.0004

0.0005

27.88
0.48*
0.004
10.89

22.87
0.47*
0.003
10.91
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It is important to note that while the three-way interaction between gender,
paternal dampening, and positive events was significant, suggesting that the effect of
paternal dampening on the relationship between positive events and youth positive
rumination differed for boys and girls, the two-way interaction between paternal
dampening and positive events was not significant for either boys or girls, making it
difficult to interpret this finding with confidence. See results in Table 12.
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CHAPTER V – DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between the frequency
of daily positive events and adolescent emotion regulation, and how that relationship was
impacted by parental socialization of emotion and adolescent gender. Hypothesis 1
theorized that greater frequency of daily positive events will predict greater youth
positive rumination and predict less youth dampening, both cross sectionally and
longitudinally. This hypothesis was partially supported, such that cross-sectionally daily
positive events positively predicted adolescent positive rumination. Longitudinally, the
relationship was significant until moderators were added, likely due to the moderator
explaining variance within this relationship. This finding supports the broaden and build
theory (Fredrickson, 2001), such that positive rumination in response to higher frequency
of positive events functions as a mechanism for the upward spiral of emotions (GomezBaya et al., 2018), particularly in the short term. The frequency of daily positive events
did not predict dampening either cross sectionally or longitudinally. This finding adds to
the current literature concerning the relationship between daily positive events and
dampening such that, while dampening has served as a moderator between daily positive
events and depressive symptoms (Li et la., 2017; Nelis, et al., 2018b), daily positive
events do not directly impact dampening.
Hypothesis 2 postulated that boys would show a stronger positive association
between the frequency of daily positive events and positive rumination and a stronger
negative association between the frequency of daily positive events and dampening in
comparison to their female counterparts, both cross sectionally and longitudinally. This
hypothesis was not supported, as gender did not moderate the relationship between daily
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positive events and either emotion regulation strategy at the cross-sectional or
longitudinal level. Gender also did not predict either emotion regulation strategy. This
result is surprising, as it is incontinent with previous findings suggesting a gender
difference in dampening during adolescents, such that girls tend to use greater dampening
(Gentzler et al., 2010; Nelis et al., 2018b). This finding also adds to the inconsistent
nature of the relationship between gender and positive rumination but supports the theory
that positive rumination does not differ by gender (Gentzler et al., 2010; Nelis et al.,
2018b). Likely, this relationship necessitates further probing (see later discussion
following Hypothesis 5 findings).
Hypothesis 3 theorized that greater parental enhancing will be associated with a
stronger positive relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
adolescent positive rumination, cross sectionally and longitudinally. This hypothesis was
fully supported, with both maternal and paternal enhancing moderating the relationship
between the frequency of daily positive events and positive rumination, both crosssectionally and longitudinally. Both maternal and paternal enhancing strengthen this
relationship, such that they amplify the effects of daily positive events in promoting
youth positive rumination. This finding is consistent with the literature that mothers and
fathers who display supportive and accepting responses to their child’s positive emotions
promote greater emotion regulation, including positive rumination (Gottman et al., 1997;
Fredrick et al., 2017; Ramakrishnan et al., 2019; Raval et la., 2019, Yap et al., 2008).
With positive rumination predicting decreased depressive symptoms (Li et al., 2017) and
greater life satisfaction (Bryant, 2003), encouraging youth to engage in positive emotion
promoting events daily, as well as educating parents and encouraging use of enhancing
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strategies for these positive events may decrease risk for psychopathology and promote
well-being. However, longitudinal results indicate that maternal and paternal enhancing
predict small but significant declines in youth positive rumination over time. This finding
suggests a possible explanation. When positive evaluations of these events come
externally (as from parents in this case), youth may need to work less to savor their own
positive events. However, in the presence of increased daily positive events, parental
enhancing serves to promote increased positive rumination. Certainly, this relationship
and possibly explanation requires further research to explain these results more
definitively.
Hypothesis 4 postulated that greater parental dampening would be associated with
a stronger negative relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
adolescent dampening, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally. This hypothesis was not
supported, as neither paternal or maternal dampening moderated the relationship crosssectionally or longitudinally. Lack of moderation is unexpected in this case, as previous
research has shown both paternal and maternal dampening were associated with youth
dampening (Nelis et al., 2018a). In this study, maternal dampening and paternal
dampening did predicted dampening at baseline, such that as parental dampening
increased, youth dampening increased. However, in our study, maternal and paternal
dampening inversely predicted youth dampening over time. While initially
counterintuitive, this finding may add to new literature suggesting that the community
level, some dampening may be effective. In this case, if a youth’s parent shows low
dampening, such as quieting their excited child in a public place or encouraging them to
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remain humble in front of peers, youth will increase their own dampening to modulate
their behavior. This may in fact be an adaptive strategy, but more research is needed.
Interestingly though, maternal enhancing moderated the relationship between the
frequency of daily positive events and dampening longitudinally, such that maternal
enhancing appears to amplify the effects of daily positive events in buffering against
youth dampening. Additionally, maternal enhancing alone inversely predicts dampening
over time, with greater maternal enhancing predicting decreased youth dampening.
Combined with the above-mentioned utility of increased daily positive events and
parental enhancing as increasing positive rumination, these findings suggests that
increased parental enhancing and daily positive events may again be a critical
intervention to decrease maladaptive dampening and therefore the risk for
psychopathology (Gentzler et al., 2012, Moran et al., 2018).
Hypothesis 5 theorized that, in accordance with gender roles, the effect of parental
socialization on the relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
adolescent emotion regulation would be moderated by the gender of the adolescent.
Specifically, the strongest relationship between the frequency of daily positive events and
positive rumination was expected for fathers of boys, followed by mothers of boys.
Furthermore, the strongest relationship between the frequency of daily positive events
and dampening was expected to for mothers of girls, followed by fathers of girls. This
hypothesis was partially supported. There were some significant 3-way cross-level
interactions, but follow-up examinations were inconsistent and difficult to interpret due to
insignificant two-way interactions. I hesitate to draw meaningful conclusions from these
findings and suggest further exploration of these relationships. However, these findings
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indicate that gender may in fact play a role in emotion regulation in response to daily
positive events, and in particular based on the gender of the parent either enhancing or
dampening their emotions, but requires greater nuance to understand in its entirety.
A few additional findings deserve highlighting. In every model, depression
remained a more powerful predictor of child emotion regulation than parental emotion
regulation strategies. This is a grim finding, particularly in a community sample.
However, findings by Li and colleagues (2017) suggest not only that increased positive
rumination is associated with decreased depressive symptoms, but positive rumination is
also particularly critical on days with low daily positive events in protecting against
depressive symptoms. This would suggest clinically that increasing daily positive events
and positive rumination may buffer against depressive symptoms. While outside of the
scope of this paper, further research may examine interventions aimed at increasing daily
positive events and parental enhancing, while tracking depressive symptoms over time to
see if reductions occur through the mechanism of emotion regulation strategy changes.
Additionally, age predicted positive rumination cross sectionally, such that older
adolescents displayed greater use of both dampening and enhancing. We may find that
this represents increased use of emotion regulation strategies overall beginning in
adolescence (see Zimmerman & Iwanski, 2014). This would suggest that the
interventions discussed above targeted in late childhood and early adolescence may assist
youth in developing adaptive emotion regulation strategies. More research is required in
this area to support these findings and hypotheses.
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Clinical Implications
Clinical implications of these findings suggest several interventions aimed at
decreasing risk for depressive symptoms and increasing psychological well-being. As a
higher frequency of daily positive events predicts greater positive rumination, it would
suggest that interventions focused on increasing daily positive events would provide
benefit. Strategies such as behavioral activation (e.g. Lejuez et al. 2001), which build on
the upward spiral of positive emotions through activities that focus on pleasure and
mastery, may meet this objective. Additionally, a number of strategies aimed at
increasing positive rumination directly may prove clinically useful. Savoring, a category
of actions that includes positive rumination, increases the appreciation and enjoyment of
positive emotions (Quoidbach et al. 2010;). Interventions aimed at increasing savoring
and positive rumination (Smith et al., 2014) may add to the salience to the increased daily
positive events, and thus to the positive outcomes of increased positive rumination such
as high self-esteem (Feldman et al., 2008) and greater life satisfaction (Bryant, 2003).
The incorporation of parental figures, specifically psychoeducation about and parent
training concerning enhancing, may further increase the use of positive rumination alone,
as well as the positive impacts of increased daily positive events. Our findings also show
similarly powerful effects of maternal and paternal enhancing on this relationship. With
so much of psychological research focusing on the impact of the mother on child and
adolescent development, these findings suggest that including all parental figures may
have critical impact on adolescent experience of positive events and regulation of positive
emotion.
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Limitations
This study is not without its limitations. First, parental socialization of positive
emotion was rated by the adolescents as their perception of how their parent may react,
rather than observation of parental reactions to positive emotions. This may have skewed
the data, particularly for adolescents who may be prone to dismiss their parent’s
upregulation of emotion. Second, this study perpetuated a binary view of gender, with
youth only able to select male or female as their gender, and households with two parents
requiring the assignment of one as mother and one as father. Future research should allow
for a more expansive and inclusive view of gender amongst children and families. Lastly,
this study was conducted in Belgium, with 95% of youth identifying as Belgian. This
suggests a white racial majority and may indicate that results are not generalizable to
other racial or ethnic groups, particularly outside of Belgium.
Future Directions
Future research may further explore the impact of increased daily positive events
and parental enhancing on youth development, both as they age and specifically for those
with risk for depressive symptoms. Longitudinal or experimental research may best tease
apart the impact of these predictors and determine their clinical utility as interventions by
therapists. Additionally, the complex three-way interactions of gender on parental
socialization of positive emotion, moderating the relationship between daily positive
events and emotion regulation would benefit from further analysis. Additional power may
be needed to fully explore this complicated relationship and help draw meaningful
conclusions. Lastly, this study would benefit from replication with a greater diversity of
participants in race, ethnicity, and gender identity.
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